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OBJECTIVE

Seeking remote, part-time or full-time opportunities as a Frontend Developer, leveraging my experience in building
diverse projects and aiming to expand my skillset as a Full Stack Developer. I am also open to embracing opportunities
that enhance my understanding of computer hardware, as they bring me closer to realizing my aspiration of becoming
a robotics software engineer.

EDUCATION

B.Sc Industrial Mathematics (Computer Science Option), Covenant University Expected 2023
Relevant Coursework: Introduction to C and Program Structure, Introduction to C++, Introduction to Python.

SKILLS

Technical Skills React JS, HTML, JavaScript, StyledComponents, Framer Motion, CSS, Git, Figma.
Soft Skills Communication, Problem-solving, Time Management, Adaptability, Creativity

EXPERIENCE

Remote Software Developer and System Support Intern April 2022 - Jun 2022
Lampnets Solution Remote, Nigeria

• Through my experience, I recognized the significance of effective communication and teamwork while working
remotely.

• I have gained experience in creating engaging social media content and have a basic understanding of social
media marketing techniques.

• I was highly motivated and driven to learn frontend technologies like ReactJS in order to actively contribute to
the company’s growth.

Information Systems Intern April 2022 - September 2022
Project e-Delta Asaba, Delta State

• I gained valuable insights into the operations of a governmental organization, actively contributing to tasks such
as networking the data center, server backups, and other data center activities.

• I received valuable guidance that helped me strengthen my frontend knowledge through the development of web
projects.

• I acquired the skill of delivering presentations to my team effectively.

PROJECTS

LuxeHaven. Luxehaven is a personal project that I undertook to showcase luxurious homes and provide relevant
information about them. This project was developed utilizing ReactJS and Framer Motion. I am fortunate to
collaborate with a talented UI/UX designer friend on this endeavor. Check it out (here)

Dine Out. Developed a responsive website for ’Dine Out’, a fictional restaurant, showcasing the menu, chefs,
restaurant information, and contact details. This project, built using React JS and styled components, reinforced my
understanding of React JS concepts. Check it out (here)

Envest Created a website for ’Envest’, an imaginary investment platform connecting African business owners with
investors. The frontend site includes user testimonials, Envest partnerships, a sign-up page, and a section for pitching
ideas and finding investors. Although not yet responsive, this project allowed me to grasp state management and
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prop drilling while reinforcing my usage of styled-components for styling. It served as my inaugural React JS project,
with plans to incorporate backend development in the future. The UI of the landing page was built after ’Mono’
website. Check it out ( here)

Blogr Developed a responsive website for ’Blogr’, a fictional blogging tool site, highlighting the benefits of using
Blogr for blogging and showcasing the available tools. This project, created using HTML, CSS, and JS, enhanced
my understanding of responsive design and strengthened my CSS foundation. Check it out ( here)

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

• Love Robotics

• Weightlifting

• Member of Google Developer Student club, Covenant University.

• Swimming
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